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Observing the phonon yield, i.e. the ratio of the experimental phonon signal amplitude 
and the corresponding calculated value, phonon losses within the generation-detection 
system can be localized and determined quantitatively. With tin junctions on pure silicon 
substrates immersed in liquid helium the phonon yield is 3-5%. Under vacuum con- 
ditions the yield rises to 10-12 % indicating strong phonon transmission to the helium 
bath. The experimental lifetime for 280 GHz phonons in the silicon substrate is longer 
than 65 las indicating negligible volume losses and losses at the free substrate surface. It is 
further shown, that volume losses inside the phonon generator and detector are small 
compared to the total loss of about 90 %. By phonon reverberation measurements we find 
evidence that the main sources for phonon losses are localized at the boundaries of the 
tunneling junctions to the substrate. This is supported by an increase of the phonon yield 
with improved polishing from about 9 % (mechanical), 10% (chemical) to 12 % (sputter 
etching). A SIMS analysis indicates the presence of carbonhydrates and probably of 
water in the boundaries. This layer of extraneous molecules together with the nonideal 
surface structure of the substrate and the evaporated films weakens the mechanical 
bonding between the tunnel junctions and the substrate and is possibly causing strong 
phonon splitting by anharmonic forces. 

1. Introduction 

Phonon generation and detection experiments with 
superconducting tunneling junctions [-1 3] give infor- 
mation on the polarization dependent electron- 
phonon interaction strength, 2A-phonon trapping in 
superconductors [4 6], phonon escape into liquid 
helium and solids [-4-8] and the emitted phonon 
spectrum [-9-14]. 
In first quantitative generation-detection experiments 
[7, 8] we measured 2A-phonon losses of 95 % to 98 
having the sample in liquid helium contact. This 
result raised the question of the nature of the loss 
processes involved or alternatively of the correctness 
of the theoretical models used for the evaluation. 
During propagation phonons can interact with 
quasiparticles, lattice defects, impurities, isotopes and 
thermal phonons or undergo spontaneous splitting. 
In order to determine the phonon losses quan- 
titatively, to localize them and to investigate their 
physical nature we calculated recombination phonon 
signal amplitudes for three independent experimental 
situations and corresponding models and compared 

them with the result of measurements [15]. All ex- 
periments and calculations in this work refer to 2A- 
recombination phonons which are detected by a 
superconducting tunneling junction if the phonon 
frequency is equal to or higher than the detector 
energy gap. The quotient of the experimental signal 
amplitude and the corresponding calculated value is 
called phonon yield. The models contain assumptions 
for phonon generation, emission, propagation and 
detection. By variation of the experimental parame- 
ters as: orientation of the crystal, perpendicular or 
oblique emission, measurement with helium contact 
or under vacuum conditions, and taking account of 
phonon focusing in the crystal [,16-20], we have been 
able to check the intensity distribution for the emit- 
ted phonons and the strength of the phonon emis- 
sion into the helium bath and into the substrate 
crystal. 
In Section 2 we discuss the three different experimen- 
tal situations and the corresponding models used to 
derive the phonon yield. Section 3 describes experi- 
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mental data, sample preparation techniques, the low 
temperature apparatus and some aspects of the pulse 
techniques used for phonon generation and signal 
averaging. Experimental results as the phonon trans- 
mission into the liquid helium, the 2A-phonon life- 
time in dielectric crystals and the phonon yield data 
are presented in Section 4. These results are then 
discussed with respect to our theoretical model as- 
sumptions for calculating the phonon yield and with 
respect to the possible phonon loss sources. 

2. Models for Calculating Phonon Signals 

2.1. Ballistic Model 

In most cases the sample consists of two supercon- 
ducting tin tunneling junctions which are vacuum 
deposited on the opposite faces of cylindrical silicon 

crystals. The ballistic model is a calculation of the 
signal caused by 2A-phonons which propagate within 
the geometrical aperture angle q)D ballistically to the 
detector and break up Cooper-pairs. From genera- 
tion to detection no phonon losses are taken into 
account. Therefore, the 2d-phonon loss K B is ex- 
pressed through the ballistic phonon yield ~B (e8 
=quotient of the experimental and the calculated 
signal): 

KB = 1 - ~B- (1) 

All experimental data required to determine the bal- 
listic phonon yield eB can be measured having the 
sample immersed in liquid helium or under vacuum 
conditions. 
A superconducting tunneling junction biased at 
2A/e<UG<4A/e  generates one 2A-recombination 
phonon per tunneling electron [1]. I G being the tun- 
neling current, the generated 2A-phonon rate is 

h =IG/e. (2) 

As phonon propagation inside the generator is con- 
cerned, the microcrystalline film structure is taken as 
elastically isotropic expressed by two sound velocities 
for transverse and longitudinal phonons % c~. Pho- 
nons with energies f2>2A are reabsorbed [-4-6] by 
Cooper-pair breaking within the mean free path A~ 
(A,~  1000A for tin) corresponding to a reabsorption 
time constant z,,=A~/c~, ~ 5 . 1 0  -11s. The intrinsic 
quasiparticle recombination time constant VR is in- 
versely proportional to the thermal equilibrium 
quasiparticle density N r which for T<0.5 T~ is ap- 
proximately [3] : 

N T = 2No(2n A kT) ~/2 exp( - A/kT) (3) 

N o =density of electron states per spin at the Fermi 
level. Typical values of z R for tin at T = I K  are 
"cR~10-Ss; since Zw~5.10 11s the comparison 
shows that the 2A-energy exists mainly in form of 
quasiparticles but can only leave the tunneling junc- 
tion as phonons. Reabsorption leads to a retarded 
decay of an excess quasiparticle density i.e. prolongs 
the intrinsic recombination lifetime "c R to the effective 
lifetime %ff directly measured in pulse decay experi- 
ments. In tin junctions of d=4000A thickness on 
silicon in vacuum at T= 1 K appr. 150 reabsorption 
events take place before a phonon is emitted to the 
substrate [4, 5]. zer f is mainly limited by the junction 
thickness and the acoustic boundary conditions for 
phonon emission to the adjacent media. 2A-phonon 
losses in the junction volume by interaction with 
quasiparticles, defects, recombination under emission 
of photons or under emission of two phonons <2A 
and recombination over a reduced gap through trap- 
ped magnetic flux are small compared to the 2A- 
phonon emission in the case of tin, for T< T J2 and 
pure films oriented parallel to the earth-magnetic 
field. A ray acoustic phonon trapping model [4] 
shows a linear thickness dependence of zef f for 
A w < d ~ A v ,  A v being the mean free path for volume 
losses: 

zeff - No~ T \c~ 2c 3] i~-t +~c~) (4) 

where N, or is the 2A-phonon density in thermal equilib- 
rium, ctz the polarization dependent sound velocity 
and ~ the integral phonon transmission to the 
adjacent helium and substrate ~ =  Tt~,n~ + ~r,s: 

~Otl,g 

T,=  ~ T,(~o)sin2~0d e (5) 
0 

Tt~(q 0 = angle dependent phonon transmission, ~o,,g 
=angle of total reflection (~0g=90 ° in the medium 
with the higher sound velocity, ~0g <90 ° in the me- 
dium with the lower sound velocity). Experimental 
values -Ceff(d ) with tin junctions on silicon substrates 
[5] show the linear thickness dependence in agree- 
ment with the calculated slope in the range 
3000 A < d < 8000 A: 

Teff, exp=7 • 10 - 2  d ~  IS] 
cm 

2tell, t a l c = 6 . 8 . 1 0 _  2 _ d  I s ]  
c m  

at T = 1.02 K, As, = 590 kteV. 

This agreement also confirms that A~>d, i.e. negli- 
gible volume losses in the detector and generator. 
The integral transmission to the substrate Ts,/s ~ and to 
the helium bath Tsn/n ~ can be determined by inserting 
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the experimental slope zeff(d ) and the ratio Nr/No, r 
from detailed balance [-4-6] into (4). Taking only ac- 
count of the dominant transverse contribution to the 
transmission (appr. 85 ~o) we obtain: 

- d N r l  
rsn/Si ~- TSn/He "Ceff No T ct. (6) 

The relative intensity of transverse to longitudinal 
2A-phonons At/A ~ in the flux to the substrate bound- 
ary is completely determined by the phonon density 
of states since reabsorption changes primarily generat- 
ed phonon occupations to quasithermal equilibrium 
according to 

(7) 

Phonons incident at angles cp within the cone of total 
reflection on the substrate boundary are transmitted 
with the probability T(cp) and emitted into the full 
half space of the substrate with an angular intensity 
distribution following approximately Lambert's co- 
sine law [-16, 21]. In addition, the intensity distribu- 
tion is determined by phonon focusing [18] in anisot- 
topic media. In the case of silicon, focusing enhances 
or reduces the intensity up to a factor of about ten. 
With increasing distance from the generator r, the 
intensity varies as r -2 if r exceeds the junction di- 
ameter r > a, assuming negligible volume losses in the 
substrate. Using (2) the calculated number of pho- 
nons incident on the detector per unit time hv, i.e. the 
phonon rate results in 

hD= I~ FDj'~,o,/ercr2D . (8) 

FD=detector area Yo,~oD=mean focusing factor aver- 
aged over all phonon modes o- and the geometrical 
aperture angle to the detector ~0D, reD=distance gen- 
erator-detector .  Ballistic 2A-phonon losses in the 
substrate crystal can occur by the decay in phonons 
with less energy, i.e. spontaneous splitting, thermal 
stimulated splitting, elastic and inelastic interaction 
with defects as isotopes, displacements and ex- 
traneous atoms. With data from references [22-24] 
an estimate of the mean free paths Ai, Ae, due to 
inelastic and elastic processes of pure dislocation free 
silicon at T =  1 K respectively, leads to Ai~300cm, 
Ae~40cm, i.e. negligible volume losses in the sub- 
strate at a typical distance generator-detector  
rGD ~ 1 cm. 
A significant signal parameter is also the ratio AJA~ 
of the emitted transverse and longitudinal phonons 
which is changed as compared to (7) by the polariza- 
tion dependent transmission ~ and phonon focusing 
f,,oo" Therefore, we expect a phonon signal ampli- 
tude ratio using (7) 
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Fig. l. I(U) characteristic of a tin junction in the thermal tunneling 
current regime. Leakage current contributions are small compared 
to the thermal tunneling current. The insert elucidates the origin of 
the voltage signal 6U 

A / A ,  = (2 c ) (91 

The detector phonon rate h D and the amplitude ratio 
At/A t is practically not changed by the transmission 
into the detector if determined by acoustic mismatch. 
The transmission for perpendicular incidence is: 

7"1 = 1 - R± = 4 Z  1Z2/(Z 1 ~- Z2) 2 (10) 

where R± is the reflection coefficient for perpendicu- 
lar incidence and Z = p c  the characteristic imped- 
ance; p = density. T l usually exceeds 0.95; in the case 
silicon/tin we have T± • 0.99 for both polarizations. 
2A-phonons are detected quantitatively by Cooper- 
pair-breaking, if the mean free path for reabsorption 
A w is shorter than the detector film thickness and, as 
generally assumed, small compared to the mean free 
path against volume losses A~, A w < d ,  A w ~ A  ~ 
(Aw, sn ~ 1000 A, d = 3000 A). With respect to the ne- 
glection of volume losses and also of the signal contri- 
bution of low energy phonons, we find that the 
absorption of 2A-phonons by Cooper-pairs does well 
exceed the absorption by quasiparticles. For 
T/T~<0.5 the ratio of superconducting to normal 
state absorption is es/eN<0.05 [-25], showing negli- 
gible contributions of phonon scattering by quasipar- 
ticles. Other detection mechanisms, such as phonon 
assisted tunneling, AC-Josephson-effect and simul- 
taneous detection of two or more phonons with 
energies O<2AD,  are weak compared to the domi- 
nant pairbreaking by single phonon detection. 
The operation of the detector is illustrated in Figure 1. 
Usually a detector is biased in the thermal tunnel- 
ing current regime at UD=4A/3  (0.8meV for tin) 
where I(U) is linear. DC-Josephson currents are sup- 
pressed by a magnetic field of 10--20 GauB. 
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Thermally excited quasiparticles Nr  [4] give rise to a 
thermal tunneling current It(Up) 

I T = (2 eRoo)- I(NT/No)(e U D + A) [(e U D + A)  2 - -  A 2 ]  -- 1/2 
(11) 

Roo=resistance for tunneling between normal con- 
ductors. Detection of 2A-phonons at a rate h D causes 
injection of two quasiparticles per phonon. The 
quasiparticle excitation rate per volume is 

No= 2ho/Vo (12) 

V D = Detector volume, V v = Fod. 
Constant injection enhances the thermal quasipar- 
ticle density 

N~ to N~.+aNa 
C3 NQ= No %ee. (13) 

For the temperature dependence of the effective 
quasiparticle lifetime "Cef f we get with (3), (4) and 
Nor ~ r e x p ( -  2A/k r) [4] 

"Cef f = const. T-  1/Zexp(A/kr). (14) 

In the linear regime of phonon detection (3No_ ~ NT, 
the excess quasiparticle density 6N o produces the 
short circuit signal current 6I o. With (11) we have 

6 IQ = (2e Roo)-*(S No/No)(e U + A) [(e U + A)Z-A 2] -1/2 
(15) 

and 

5 Ie/Ir=(S NQ/N ~. (16) 

In pulse experiments, as performed in this work, the 
detector biasing point U D is held at constant current, 
and 5IQ is measured in terms of the open circuit 
voltage change 6U. From [3] or the insert of Figure 1 
5IQ results in 

5It2 = - 3  U(R~ t +R L ~) (17) 

R o = dynamic detector resistance at the biasing point. 
RL=load resistance of the detector circuit given by 
the resistance of the pulse transformer on the side of 
the detector RL=4f2. Transformer and detector are 
connected by 4f2 striplines. On the side of the pre- 
amplifier the transformer resistance was 500. 
The voltage signal 3 U follows from the amplified 
signal voltage at the recorder (or oscilloscope) U s 
divided by the total voltage amplification factor A of 
the pulse transformer, preamplifier, boxcarintegrator 
(or sampling unit) 

a g = UJA (18) 

A is measured by superimposing a pulse signal of 
known height on the junction and comparison with 

the amplified pulse height. From the experimental 
signal in saturation (pulse width P >> Zeff) the ballistic 
contribution U B is extracted (i.e. contributions from 
sidewall reflection subtracted). The ratio of the exper- 
imental ballistic signal current to the generator cur- 
rent is using (17, 18): 

(IB/IG)exp = __ (UB/IGA)  (R D 1..~ R L  1). (19) 

For large phonon signals, nonlinearities in the de- 
tector I(U)-characteristic near the biasing point for- 
bid the use of (17) without corrections. Besides this, 
nonlinear phonon detection occurs for fiN>> N r. This 
regime of overinjection with 6Ie~hL/2 [6,26] is, 
therefore, also called the "square root limit" of pho- 
non detection. If cSN>Nr, pulse decay is not expo- 
nential and %re is reduced to a dynamic decay time 
[6]. To avoid complicated corrections, experiments 
are usually performed in the linear regime of small 
phonon signals 6 N o < N  r where Zee e is directly ob- 
tained from the exponential pulse decay. For a cor- 
rect measurement of the effective quasiparticle life- 
time, %er must exceed the electronic detector time 
constant z e [3] 

"C e ~- C D R D R L / ( R  D + RL) (20) 

CD=capacitance of the detector junction (with 
RD~RL=l f~  , Ro~=10-3~,  C D is about 10 -s  Farad 
and Ze~10ns; whereas %fe,sn, lK>100ns). The signal 
current (5IQ is now replaced by the ballistic signal IB, 
and from (8), (12), (13), (16) and VD= Fod we obtain 
the calculated ratio of the ballistic signal current and 
the generator current with: 

(IB/IG)ca I = 21 T 75 efffa, eo/e ~ N r d r2o. (21) 

In the case of oblique emission or/and detection (21) 
has to be multiplied with the cosine of the cor- 
responding angles fiG, tip 

(IB/lG)ca l=(2Ir 'ceff fa,~oD/eTcNTdr2D) COSfio COSfiD. (22) 

Dividing (19) by (21) the ballistic phonon yield is: 

% = (IB/la)exj(1B/IG)¢a, 

erc( -Us)(R~l  + R Z J ) N r  d rgD 

= 2 IGA i r  , . C e f f L , ~ o  D • (23) 

We note that Nr/I r in (23) can be replaced by the 
quantities Roo, No and Uo. Equations (3) and (11) 
result in 

Nr/IT=2eRooNo[(eU + A)2-A2]I/2/(eU + A). (24) 

In the direct use of I r possible additional current 
contributions as leakage current and two particle 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the ballistic signal I B on the generator 
current I s for tin junctions on a silicon crystal at T= 1.01 K 

tunneling current have to be subtracted by extra- 
polating the temperature dependence of I t (Up)  to T 
=OK. 
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the ballistic signal 
I B from the generator current I G for tin junctions on 
a silicon substrate. At generator voltages 0 <  
UG<4A/e  the detection of 2A-recombination pho- 
nons leads to a linear slope of IB(Ia) which can be 
used to determine the experimental signal ratio 
(IB/IG)ex p. The sharp signal gradient change at U G 
= 4 A / e  originates from the detection onset of relax- 
ation phonons with energies f2_>_2A [1-4]. It proves 
negligible contributions of relaxation phonon ener- 
gies f2<2A to the signal, i.e. the signal results ex- 
clusively from detection of phonons with energies 
(2>2A. Thus, by observing the 4A gradient change, 
each signal contribution used for the determination 
of the phonon yield was checked to arise from 2A- 
phonons. 

2.2. Reverberation Model  

In addition to the direct ballistic signal contributions 
2A-phonons are emitted in the full half space into the 
crystal volume. These phonons undergo one or mul- 
tiple sidewall reflections before being detected. With 
generator pulsewidth longer than the phonon life- 
time, therefore, a stationary density of diffusely prop- 
agating 2A-phonons can be generated in the crystal 
volume. For  the calculation of the detector signal 
produced by these 2A-phonons we use a reverber- 
ation model. 
Because of the anomalous small Kapitza resistance to 
the helium bath, reverberation signals are observed 
only under vacuum conditions. In vacuum, however, 
the reverberation signal can well exceed the ballistic 

signal height depending on sample purity, orien- 
tation, volume, surface area covered by supercon- 
ducting films and the mechanical contact to the 
sample holder etc. The experimental 2A-phonon life- 
time in the crystal Vc or the reverberation time, is a 
measure for the corresponding phonon losses. 
Through mode conversion by phonon reflection at 
the free crystal surface [21] the experimental lifetime 
is the effective common lifetime for all phonon 
modes. Like Teff, "C C is obtained from pulse decay 
measurements. 
In calculating the stationary reverberation signal we 
assume absence of phonon losses in the generator 
junction and in the phonon emission into the sub- 
strate. Using (2) the stationary 2A-phonon density n c 
in the crystal volume for constant phonon generation 
at a rate ho results in 

V c = crystal volume. Since Vc is the common lifetime 
for all phonon modes, we calculate the 2A-phonon 
flux to the detector with a mean sound velocity ~ (Csi 
= 5.5 km/s [19, 20]). The substrate medium is treated 
as elastically isotropic. This appears appropriate with 
respect to the reverberation signal, since from sym- 
metry considerations focusing effects can be shown to 
average out over the half space. For  diffuse phonon 
incidence the effective detector area is 

With (25) the 2A-reverberation phonon rate transmit- 
ted to the detector can be expressed by 

u 

from the crystal to the detector (Tsi/sn~0.9). Using 
(12), (13), (16), (27), the same arguments as in the 
derivation of the ballistic signal lead to a calculated 
ratio of the reverberation signal and the generator 
current 

With (26) and the detector thickness d = VD/F D (28) can 
be written: 

From (19) results the experimental value (IR/Ia)ex p 
and the reverberation phonon yield is: 
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~g  = ( l g / I G ) e x p / ( l R / [ 6 ) c a l  

- U• 1 1 2e Nr  Vcd 
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1GZ-I- T e f f l T C T  C I c  D 

where U R is the reverberation voltage signal amplified 
by a factor A defined by (18). Ballistic and reverber- 
ation signal contributions are shown in Figure 3. 
In contrast to the ballistic model, the reverberation 
model does not depend on the shape of the generator 
emission characteristic or on the phonon focusing. 
Moreover, the reverberation phonon loss K R = 1 -  % 
contains only losses in the generator volume and at 
the interface between the junctions and the substrate, 
but not within the substrate, since (IR/Ia)ca 1 is calcu- 
lated using the experimental 2A-phonon lifetime in 
the crystal "c c. Thus, K B - K  R is a measure for 2A- 
phonon losses in the crystal volume due to inelastic 
and elastic interactions. 

surface z s and at the film covered surface zr,  z c can 
be written: 

Z c l = Z ~ l + Z s t + z F l = z v l + Z s t + K v F r ~ / 4 V c  (31) 

Kr=splitting probability of 2A-phonons for impact 
at the film covered surface (absorption plus 
reemission). 
For dominant loss at the Sn-Si boundary, KF is 
equivalent to the ballistic and the reverberation pho- 
non loss KB, K R since phonons traverse the boundary 
twice by absorption plus reemission as well as in 
generation- detection experiments. The phonon yield 
C ~ v = l - K  F is determined from experiment on the 
basis of (31) using the graphical presentation of 
z[ I(FF) data as in Figure 4. Agreement and differ- 
ences in the 2A-phonon yield obtained with the three 
models %, C~g, ee allow the localization of phonon 
losses. 

2.3. Dominant Boundary Loss Model  

Our reverberation experiments in vacuum indicate a 
strong linear dependence of the reciprocal 2A-pho- 
non lifetime in the crystal on the surface covered by 
metal films F e divided by the crystal volume V c, The 
resulting decay rate z c 1_ const. FF/V c can be called a 
phonon splitting rate. The agreement for "Ceff(d ) in 
experiment and theory as discussed in Section 2.1 
proves the loss at the film covered surface to be a 
boundary loss and not a volume loss in the 
superconductor. 
With the 2A-phonon lifetime for volume losses in the 
crystal Zv, the lifetime for losses at the free substrate 

3. Experimental Data and Procedure 

The substrates are in most cases cylindrical silicon 
crystals of 15mm ~ and a length of 6-20ram. They 
are orientated in 100, 110 or in the ill-direction 
+_0.5 °, the actual ballistic phonon propagation direc- 
tion generator-detector. One crystal has a facet cut 
geometry (see insert of Fig. 3) allowing direct com- 
parision of phonon signal height and yield in dif- 
ferent orientations as well as oblique emission and/or 
detection. In this way phonon focusing, the validity of 
Lambert's cosine law for phonon emission and even- 
tually orientation dependent phonon thermalization 
processes can be proved or corrected. The silicon is 
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1012/cm 3 boron-doped and dislocation free, EPD 
= 0. After sawing and lapping the crystals are chemi- 
cally polished (CP6, Schiller-etch) to remove surface 
dislocations. This is followed by mechanical polish- 
ing of the evaporation surfaces with diamond grain, 
the diameter stepwise decreased to 0.25g. In some 
cases, this is followed by chemical etch-polishing or 
dc-sputter-polishing using a Veeco microetch argon 
ion gun (rotating sample, 15 ° grazing incidence, Ar 
energy 1000 V-300  V, etch rate 2 10A/s). 
After sputtering, the junction films are deposited 
without breaking the evaporator vacuum. This is of 
advantage compared to mechanical and chemical 
polishing since the thickness of oxide and extraneous 
molecule layers is reduced. As generator and detector 
we used tin junctions of d=3000A 5000~ thickness 
and < 1 mm 2 overlap area. One experiment was per- 
formed using an aluminium junction as detector to 
prove the influence of a reduced detector gap on the 
phonon yield. The films were vacuum deposited at a 
pressure of appr. 5- 10- 6 Torr and a rate of 5 ~/s to 
140~/s. A glow discharge was used for the fabri- 
cation of the oxigen barrier. During oxidation it is 
convenient to screen the sample from the luminous 
part of the discharge by metallic shields (10 -1 Torr 
const. O2-pressure, - 1000V against ground, t =  
8min). In some experiments the junctions were 
evaporated at a slight oxigen background of 
5 .10-6Torr  0 2 to ameliorate the junction quality, 
i.e. the ratio of the maximum single particle tunneling 
current at U = 2 A / e  and of the leakage current I2~/I c. 
Additional improvement was accomplished by cool- 
ing the substrate to appr. 275 K during film deposi- 
tion. Typical asymptotic tunneling resistances R~ for 
the tin junctions range from 2.10-3~~ to 1 0 - ~  
with quality ratios I2~/I L > 100. 
Using a He 4 glass cryostate plus pumping system 
temperatures of 1 K are reached for 6-8 h. The sam- 
ple is inside a vacuum chamber surrounded by liquid 
He 4 with the possibility to perform the experi- 
ments having the entire sample immersed in He or 
under vacuum conditions. This choice allows the 
determination of the phonon transmission to the He- 
bath THo and to the crystal Tc, as discussed in Section 
2.1. Besides this, vacuum conditions are necessary to 
measure the 2A-phonon lifetime in the crystal z c 
and the reverberation signal (compare Sect. 2.2). 
The experiments are performed in pulse technique to 
measure lifetimes directly by pulse decay and to 
resolve phonon signal contributions of different ve- 
locity. Especially in vacuum experiments pulsed con- 
ditions are advantageous to avoid sample heating. In 
measurements of saturated signal contributions the 
pulse width P must exceed the longest lifetime of 
phonons or quasiparticles by which the signal height 

is determined P > z. P < ~ is convenient for z-measure- 
ments to elude pulse decay deformations and to use 
the correct baseline for evaluation. The electrical 
aspects of pulse measurements are discussed in Sec- 
tion 2.1. 

4. Experimental Results and Conclusions 

4.1. Short Pulse Signals 

Figure 5 shows a mode resolved pulse signal of 
280GHz phonons propagating ballistically in the 
l 11-silicon direction with contributions of sidewall 
reflected phonons. The amplitude ratio of transverse 
to longitudinal phonons is A]Az=3.8.  In comparing 
amplitude ratios At/A z using (9) with experimental 
ratios for different orientations and detector aperture 
angles ~0D, the strength of phonon focusing can be 
tested (see Table 1). For the main directions 100, 110 
and 111 the calculated and experimental At/A z-values 
agree within a factor two. Moreover, the (PD- 
dependence of the At/A z ratios in the 111-direction is 
verified by experiment especially for mechanical pol- 
ish with (pD=3 °, 5 ° and 7.5 °. In i l l -direct ion the 
differences in At/A t between experiment and calcu- 
lation, depending mainly on polish, are appr. - 3 0  
for mechanical and sputter polish and appr. + 100 % 
for chemical polish. As will be discussed in Section 
4.4, the phonon yield eB, which is mainly given by 
transverse signal contributions, depends not as much 
on polish. This indicates enhanced splitting of longi- 
tudinal phonons in the junction-substrate interface 
for chemically polished silicon crystals. For the case 
of mechanical and sputter polish, it appears that the 
phonon thermalization in the boundary is of about 
the same magnitude for longitudinal and transverse 
phonons. 
Experimental At/At-ratios under helium conditions 
exceed vacuum values by 5 % to 20 % indicating that 
the signal ratio is influenced by the emission of 
phonons from the generator to the helium bath, 
although 2A-phonons are reabsorbed in the super- 
conducting film within the mean free path A w < d  (d 
=film thickness appr. 4000•, Aw,sn~1000A ). This 
can be understood assuming that the mean free path 
for longitudinal phonons in Sn is about twice as high 
as for transverse phonons A~,z=2A~,t=2000A. De- 
pending on evaporation conditions and film thick- 
ness, tin films are usually rough. Minimum and maxi- 
mum thicknesses of 1000A and 5000A, respectively, 
at an average thickness of d =  3000 ~ are possible. In 
this way only the emission of longitudinal phonons to 
the helium can cause a change in At/A z-values since 
strong reabsorption of transverse phonons prohibits 
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Fig. 5. Short pulse signal in 111-direction. 
Besides ballistic signal contributions a sidewall 
reflected transverse and a mode converted 
contribution can be seen 

direct emission to the detector after previous re- 
flection at the tin-helium interface. 
From pulse decay in short pulse signals at tempera- 
tures T ~  1 K for tin the effective quasiparticle life- 
time Zef f can be measured. As discussed in Section 2.1 
the integral phonon transmission to the helium THe 
and to the substrate Ts is given by inserting "Cef f for 
helium and vacuum conditions (THo=-0) in (6) [7]. 
From detailed balance [4, 6] the quotient Nr/No~ r is 
1430 for tin at 1 K. With the experimental slope from 
[ 5 ]  "Ceff, V=_7 • 10-2d/cm, "Ceff, He--l.7"10-Zd/cm (6) 
results in Ts,/si=0.12 being in fair agreement with 
Ts,/si=0.0937 [27] calculated from acoustic mis- 
match. In contrast to the transmission to the sub- 
strate, the transmission to the helium 7"Snm~=0.32 

_+0.5 exceeds the calculated value 7"s,/ne < 0.01 signifi- 
cantly. The enhanced transmission is in accord with 
the reduced Kapitza resistance found in heat con- 
duction experiments [28]. So far no satisfactory expla- 
nation is known for the physical mechanism of the 
Kapitza resistance [16, 17, 28-33] reduction. 
The linear dependence -Ceff(d ) in [5] has been ob- 
served for tin junctions evaporated without oxygen 
background. As discussed in Sections 2.1, the linear 
thickness dependence %re(d) indicates negligible vol- 
ume losses in the tin films. Evaporation of the tin 
films with an oxigen background pressure of appr. 
5 .10-6Torr  (sample in vacuum) results in voff re- 
duced to 60 ~ of the oxygen free value. From de- 
tailed balance equations this reduction indicates vol- 

Table 1. Comparison of experimental A]Arvalues with calculated values using (9). From (7) the generated ratio is (At/A l)a=7.95. Sn- 
junctions on Si substrates. He=hel ium contact, V=vacuum;  mp, cp, ip=mechanical, chemical and sputter polish; ft, s t=fas t  and slow 
transverse phonons. Error in the experimental At/A rvalues: 111 _+ 5 ~o, 110 _+ 10 ~, 100 _+ 20 

Propagation TiT l f~, oD f~,~oD/fl,,O~ (AjA z)¢,l (At/A l)exv 
direction and Eq. (5), coo<10 ° Lit. [19] Lit. [19] Eq. (9) 
detector aperture 

angle coD He (PD V coD 

111 coo 8° 0.82 2.3 1.0 

5 ° 2.2 0.84 

3 ° 2.0 0.70 

ft 
110 cod 8 ° 0.627ft 3.3 2.33 

5 ° 0.97 st 3.5 2.86 
3 ° 4.0 3.85 

100 coD 8° 0.525 6.2 18 
5 ° 5.8 16.75 
3 ° 5.0 14 

st 
0.3 
0.27 
0.25 

6.5 4.0 mp 7.5 ° 3.8 mp 7.5 ° 
3.8 mp 5 ° 3.6 mp 5 ° 

5.5 3.1 mp 3 ° 2.5 mp 3 ° 
3.5 ip 9 ° 3.0 ip 9 ° 

4.6 14.2 cp 8 ° 13.8 cp 8 ° 

11.6 
14.2 
19.0 

75 
70 
58 

11 m p  9 ° 

70 ip 7.5 ° 70 ip 7.5 ° 
70 mp 5 ° 70 mp 5 ° 
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ume losses of 2A-phonons up to 30 ~o of the generated 
phonons. In He-measurements the Zef r reduction of 
Oz-doped junctions is appr. 20 ~o. This could par- 
tially be caused by enhanced transmission to the 
helium since by Oz-perturbation the grain diameter is 
reduced with a possible increase of the film surface 
area. 
Experimentally the theoretical temperature depen- 
dence " c e f f ~ T - 1 / Z e x p ( A / k T )  from (14) was verified 
down to T =  1.1 K independent from oxygen admix- 
ture. Below 1.1 K the increase of "Cef f with decreasing 
T is limited by recombination at trapped magnetic 
flux, i.e. spots of reduced energy gap. In order to 
reduce this "Cef f saturation it is convenient to orientate 
the junctions parallel to the earth magnetic field. For 
2A-phonon generation in tin tunneling junctions this 
production of phonons <ZA is usually negligible, 
since recombination is so fast by overinjection that 
quasiparticles do not "find" spots of trapped mag- 
netic flux within their lifetime limited diffusion path. 

4.2. Ball ist ic and Reverberat ion  Signal  
with Long  Generator Pulses  

In the case of phonon generation with long pulses, i.e. 
pulsewidth exceeding the time of flight, the contri- 
butions of different phonon modes to the ballistic 
signal add up to the stationary ballistic signal. In 
vacuum experiments the sidewall-reflected 2A-phonon 
signal contributions likewise add up to the reverber- 
ation signal (see Fig. 3). Because of mode conversion 
for reflection at the free surface, the lifetime ~c of the 
2A-phonons in the substrate crystal is the common 
lifetime of all phonon modes, as discussed in Section 
2.2. Both the ballistic and the reverberation signal 
were checked to arise from detection of 2A-phonons 
(compare Sect. 2.1). 
A silicon crystal with a facet cut geometry (see insert 
of Fig. 3) allows direct comparison of phonon signals 
for 111, 100 and other propagation directions. Thus, 
experimental focusing values can be collated with 
data derived from Elbaum 1-19], and R6sch, Weis 
[-20]. Moreover, the validity of Lambert's cosine law 
for the emitted phonon intensity distribution has 
been checked by using different oblique angles of 
emission or detection. Figure 3 shows the 2A-phonon 
signal of junction 1 as detector at a constant genera- 
tor current I G = 100 mA of the junctions 2, 3 and 4 in 
turn. The relative ballistic signal heights are 

S~ oo(3 ~ 1)IS ~ 11 (2 --+ 1) = 5.2; 

$1~ (2--* 1)/S~,o(4-~ 1)= 1 

(~o =29°; 0=66.8°). 

The reduced ballistic phonon signals, i.e. S normal- 
ized by division with the focusing factor (averaged 
over the polarizations a and aperture angle (PD, see 
Table 1) and the cosinus 0-value agree in the three 
propagation directions: 

Sloo/f~ 10o = 5.2/5.8 =0.9; 

S 1 1 1 / j ~ a  1 1 1  cos54.8° = 0.8; 
-- o 

S~,Jf~,~o,o cos 35 = 1. 

Using in reverse directions junction 1 as generator 
and junctions 2,3 and 4 as detectors, the reduced 
ballistic signal heights are the same as above. The 
agreement of the reduced signal amplitudes is good, 
especially with regard to the tolerances of the focus- 
ing factors of _+10 ~. Therefore, the comparison of 
the different ballistic signal directions shows the val- 
idity of the focusing model and the cosine law for 
phonon emission. 
In contrast to the ballistic signal the reverberation 
signal does not depend on the generator-substrate- 
detector geometry, i.e. the experimental 2A-phonon 
lifetime in the crystal z c is the same for detectors on 
different crystal planes (see Fig. 3). This means that 
focusing effects are averaged out over the half space 
in front of the detector, as discussed in Section 2.2. 
The reverberation time z c is temperature independent 
in the range 1 . 0 K < T < I . 5 K  indicating negligible 
contributions of thermally stimulated processes to the 
splitting of 2A-phonons in the silicon crystals. The 
time constant z c - -  35 gsec corresponds to a mean free 
path A c for 2A-phonons of Ac=20cm (crystal vol- 
ume Vc=3.4cm3). Consequently, 280GHz phonons 
can undergo more than 10 reflections at the crystal 
surface within z c. As consequence of mode con- 
version by phonon reflection, z c corresponds to an 
average of the inelastic decay rates for all polari- 
zations and is limited by one or more phonon 
branches showing the fastest inelastic scattering pro- 
cesses. The magnitude of the z c values indicates the 
small contribution of volume losses to the signal 
reduction in phonon propagation experiments. Fur- 
thermore, phonon reflection at the free substrate sur- 
face apparently is predominantly elastic. 
Reflection at the Sn film covered surface, however, as 
discussed in the following Section is mainly inelastic. 
Here reflection is understood in the sense of trans- 
mission from the crystal into the tin film and sub- 
sequent reemission into the crystal. The calculated 
integral acoustic transmission factor from silicon to 
tin is T=0.9. The existence of boundary losses is 
found experimentally from the dependence of r c on 
the ratio of the tin film covered surface area and the 
crystal volume zc(Fv/Vc). 
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Table 2. Ballistic and reverberation phonon yield for different sample parameters. The orientation is 
the actual ballistic propagation direction. %,n~ is measured having the sample in helium contact. V 
= vacuum. Values obtained with tin junctions evaporated without O2-doping are underlined, mp, cp, 
ip=see  Table 1. The two values of %,n~, %,v, %v in each line correspond to direct and reverse 
phonon transmission. The phonon yield obtained with the dominant boundary loss model is aF 
= 10 15 % (see Fig. 4). Using an Al-junction as detector (AAl=0.26meV) the ballistic phonon yield 
was ~B, Sn/AI= 30 % 

Orientation rG, D [ c m ]  Polish %,he [ %] %, v [- %] %, v [ %] 

111 0.915 mp 4.0 3.8 
111 0.76 mp 2.2 2.0 8.8 9._~5 

111 1.98 mp 3.9 4.5 7.3 7.0 10.5 9.6 
111 0.75 cp 5.5 5.1 
111 0.68 cp 3.7 9.0 10.__9 
111 0.66 ip 6.0 4.4 10.6 9.0 
111 0.64 ip 7.6 4.0 
111 0.64 ip 4.8 3.0 
111 0.63 ip 4.1 4.4 13.0 14.0 10.0 11.0 
111 0.62 ip 6.5 7.0 12.4 13.2 16.0 17.0 
100 0.74 ip 7.5 6.5 13.0 12.0 
100 0.74 ip 3.5 2.8 9.6 8.0 
110 0.63 mp 13.6 13.3 11.5 12.0 

Table 3. Phonon yield % (ballistic) and c~ R (reverberation) obtained 
with tin junctions evaporated on a silicon crystal of facet cut 
geometry (see insert of Fig. 3). Vacuum conditions, mechanical 
polish, rGD = 1 cm 

Orientation Direction % [ %] % [ %] 

111 1--,2 10.0 11.0 
2--+1 9.3 11.0 

100 1 ~ 3 9.0 12.0 
3 ~ 1 9.3 12.0 

(p = 29 ° 1 ~ 4 8.5 11.0 
=66.8 ° 4 - - 1  9.3 11.0 

4.3. Dependence of the Phonon Lifetime 
in the Crystal on the Tin Film Area 

Figure 4 shows a linear increase of the phonon 
splitting rate z c 1 as function of the ratio of the Sn- 
film covered surface area and the crystal volume. The 
linearity indicates the dominance of phonon splitting 
at the film covered surface over thermalization pro- 
cesses at the free crystal surface and in the crystal 
volume. The slope of the z c l(Fv/Vc)-function is used 
for the determination of the boundary loss K v or the 
corresponding phonon yield eF as discussed in Sec- 
tion 2.3 and the following Section. Extrapolating the 
slope to a tin film area F F = 0 determines the lower 
limit of 2A-phonon lifetimes in the volume and at the 
surface. Using (31) and Figure 4 results in Zc 1 =Zv 1 
+ ' C s l = l . S x l 0 - S s  -1, i.e. rv>65~ts,  r s > 6 5 g s  cor- 
responding to a mean free path for inelastic scatter- 

ing of A c > 3 5 c m .  From theoretical considerations 
[22, 23] z v is >103gs  for longitudinal 280GHz  
phonons at T =  1 K. Therefore, in our experiment rc 
may possibly be limited by Zs(Zv>>Zs). Experimental 
values of z c in Verneuil-A120 3 crystals [34] amount  
to only 1/3 of the silicon data measured at the same 
covering with tin. 

4.4. Results for the Phonon Yield 

The phonon yield was determined for all different 
experiments and found to be independent from 
temperature. 
Tables 2 and 3 contain the corresponding data. In 
general the errors resulting from limited accuracy of 
the experimental data amount  to _+30 %, In a few 
cases error reduction by averaging was possible. 
According to the strong transmission from the gener- 
ator to the helium the values derived from the ballistic 
model under helium conditions amount  to approxi- 
mately one third of the vacuum values % m ~ = 2 -  
7.5%; % , v = 7 - 1 3 . 5 % .  But even under vacuum 
conditions the 2A-phonon loss shows the high value 
of KB, V = I - - % , v ~ 9 0  %. Different phonon propaga- 
tion directions lead to a ballistic phonon yield of 
about the same value although the focusing factors 
vary considerably (see Table 1). This evidence of the 
validity of the focusing model is as convincing as 
following from the comparison of the ballistic signal 
amplitudes in Section 4.2. Moreover,  the agreement 
in % for oblique emission or oblique detection in the 
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111 direction of the facet cut crystal (see Fig. 3) 
affirms the cosine law for phonon emission. 
In Section 2.1 we concluded from r~ff(d)-measure- 
ments negligible volume losses in pure tin films. 
Even in tin films evaporated with oxygen back- 
ground volume losses amount only to a small frac- 
tion of the total loss (Sect. 4.1). There we found also 
that emission of undetectable phonons with reduced 
energy by recombination at trapped magnetic flux 
can be disregarded. But energy reduction could occur 
by overinjection in the generator. Although this 
seems unlikely, since % was independent of injection 
current and we used generators of considerably dif- 
ferent tunneling resistance, we checked the influence 
of overinjection on eB by detection with an alumin- 
ium junction AM=0.26meV, Asn=0.59meV. c~ B in- 
creased to 30 ~, but not to 100 ~, as to be expected if 
gap reduction in the generator was the main reason 
for the phonon loss. As can be shown, the observed 
finite yield enhancement arises from extra detection 
of plitted phonons. 
Since the junctions generate and detect 2A-phonons 
quantitatively, the loss may originate in principle as 
volume loss in the substrate or in the boundary to it. 
The reverberation yield C~R=10--16 ~ is calculated 
with the experimental 2A-phonon lifetime in the crys- 
tal rc and, therefore, does not contain any substrate 
volume losses. Hence it follows: the loss K R = 1-c~ R 
is a boundary loss. Moreover, this conclusion can be 
drawn by the length of Vc alone (compare Sect. 4.2). 
On an average the reverberation yield is 2 ~ higher 
than the ballistic yield. On the supposition that the 
difference is caused by a volume loss we can calculate 
a volume lifetime %. Using AO:R,B-=~R--O:B=O.02 = 1 
- -exp(- - tG,D/rV)  , time of flight between generator 
and detector to, D=2las, we get rv=100gs. This is 
about one order of magnitude smaller than the calcu- 
lated value %>1000gs of Section 4.3. Possibly the 
reason for a finite A~R, B is elastic scattering by 
isotopes which reduces aB but leaves aR unaffected. 
From [24] we calculate a mean free path for elastic 
scattering by isotopes in silicon of A~,el=35cm cor- 
responding to r~,~ = 60 gs, which is comparable to the 
observed ~v. 
The linear dependence Vc(I~)/Vc) in Figure 4 shows 
that the boundary loss is not due to mechanical or 
other surface defects but depends on the tin covered 
substrate area. That means, 2A-phonons partially 
split into two or more phonons of lower frequency 
while traversing the film-substrate boundary. The 
phonon yield ev from the dominant boundary loss 
model (see Sect. 2.3) describes the 2A-phonon loss for 
transmission to tin and subsequent reemission, ev is 
determined from the slope of ~cl(Fv/Vc)  to be e v = l  
- K  F = 1~15 ~ and is as high as :~B, ~R. Since also 

in ballistic generation-detection experiments the 
phonons traverse the boundary twice, we conclude 
from the agreement of the phonon yields and the 
smallness of volume losses in the Sn films and the Si 
crystal that the loss is dominantly a boundary loss. 
For tin junctions on A120 3 substrates the yield is 
lower than for silicon ~B, ne=l--2 ~ [7]. Thus, we 
believe that the loss doesn't originate from the prop- 
erties of silicon as semiconductor (Schottky barrier). 
This is also supported by experiments on phonon 
losses [35] at the interface of In on A120 3. 
Obviously it is important to obtain information on a 
possible frequency dependence of the strength of the 
loss mechanism. For different junction materials the 
phonon frequencies are: VA, = 85--140 GHz (depending 
on the admixture of other materials, for example 
perturbation by oxygen), VSn=280-290GHz, Vpb= 
870GHz. Using silicon as substrate the correspond- 
ing ballistic yields in vacuum have been observed: 
~B, AI=18--25 ~ [13]; ~B, Sn=8--12 ~;  ~,pb=3--4 ~o 
[36]. Generation of 280GHz relaxation phonons 
in Al-junctions and detection by tin junctions 
yielded c~B=8-10~o, (A12Oa-substrate e8=2-3~)  
[37]. From these data of % the frequency depen- 
dence appears significant. A correction could be 
necessary for strong coupling superconductors such 
as Pb, which show strong phonon trapping. Here 
volume losses in the junction may not be neg- 
ligible. In principle an increase of the phonon split- 
ting rate with frequency is to be expected from densi- 
ty of phonon state arguments. 
The observation of phonon resonances in thin A1- 
junction films [37] gives evidence for the presence of 
a damping mechanism in the boundary. Without 
damping the perpendicular transmission (10) to the 
substrate is T± > 0.995, and no film resonances are to 
be expected. With damping, T± can decrease to about 
T±~0.8, which is sufficient for film resonance 
observation. 
Further indication for boundary losses is the increase 
of the ballistic phonon yield with polishing quality. In 
helium the averaged values for mechanical, chemical 
and sputter polish respectively are ~,,v, ne=3.4~;  
~cp, ne=4.7 ~;  ~iv, He=5.1 ~. In vacuum we observed 
%p,+o~=8.8 ~;  ~mp=9.2~, ~cp=9.5~; ~ip,+O2= 
11.2 ~. 
In some vacuum experiments with mechanical polish 
and in all experiments with sputter polish the tin 
films have been evaporated with oxygen background 
where film volume losses can reduce the yield up to a 
factor of 0.7 compared to the oxygen-free evap- 
oration (see Sect. 4.1). Thus, we expect a further 
increase in the yield if experiments can be performed 
without oxygen background evaporation on sputter 
polished Si substrates. 
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Fig. 6. Dynamic SIMS analysis of the layer structure of an AI- 
junction on silicon. Notice the existence of carbon (Cflty) in the 
boundary to the substrate. The layer structure is shown on top of 
the figure 

t ransmiss ion exper iments  and calculat ions [38, 39, 7]. 
The physical  reason for the compara t ive ly  small  in- 
fluence of p h o n o n  bounda ry  splitting on the total  
p h o n o n  t ransmiss ion is due to the fact that  p h o n o n  
splitting is a dissipative process and enters the charac-  
teristic acoustic bounda ry  impedance  as imaginary  
term. In s o l i d - s o l i d  interfaces the real par t  of  the 
impedance  is larger than  the imaginary  " loss"  term. 
This does not  hold at the l i q u i d - s o l i d  interface 
where p h o n o n  bounda ry  losses, i.e. p h o n o n  splitting, 
m a y  be responsible for large deviat ions f rom the 
simple acoustic model  of  p h o n o n  transmission,  as 
exper imental ly  found in the Kap i t z a  resistance of the 
solid-liquid He  boundary .  
In conclusion, we would like to point  out  that  in 
addi t ion to the identification of the interface loss 
processes as main  origin of the l imited p h o n o n  yield 
our  results also demons t ra te  the validity of  the mod-  
els for p h o n o n  generation,  p ropaga t ion  and de- 
tection used in the calculat ions of the present  work. 

We wish to thank W. Forkel, H. Kinder, K. Lal3mann, R. Rolcke 
and M. Welte for stimulating discussions, especially O. Weis for 
supplying Sn-Si phonon transmission data and K. Wittmaak for 
the SIMS analysis. Financial support by the Deutsche Forschungs- 
gemeinschaft is gratefully acknowledged. 

We also observed that  bet ter  polishing quali ty im- 
p roved  the adhesion of the films to the substrate.  This 
raises the question whether  the phonon  thermali-  
zat ion originates mainly  f rom inelastic coupl ing in 
connect ion with a weak mechanica l  film bonding  by 
a layer of  impur i ty  atoms.  Figure  6 shows the results 
of  a dynamic  SIMS-analysis  of  an Al- junct ion on 
silicon. F r o m  the A1- and A10-intensi ty  thickness 
dependence the layer s tructure of the junct ion  is well 
resolved. The ca rbon  curve indicates the presence of 
ca rbonhydra tes  in the j u n c t i o n - s u b s t r a t e  interface 
(pump oil) and with regard to the A10-curve  the 
presence of H 2 0  is possible. The  existence of 2A- 
p h o n o n  bounda ry  losses by impur i ty  layers would 
also explain the only slight rise of  p h o n o n  yield with 
polishing quality, since it is difficult in our  sample  
p repa ra t ion  to prevent  a 5 J~-20 A thick layer  of  ex- 
t raneous  atoms.  In addition, it is expected that  sur- 
face imperfect ions of the crystal and the supercon-  
ducting film contr ibute  to the phonon  splitting. 
We note  that  these nonideal  interface proper t ies  and 
the corresponding anha rmon ic  loss or splitting pro-  
cesses of  the observed strength do not  lead to more  
than  +_20% deviat ions of  the total  p h o n o n  trans- 
mission rate at s o l i d - s o l i d  interfaces compa red  to 
the acoustical  model.  This is consistent with phonon  
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